The perception of time finds a voice within the Slavic and Baltic literary canon and is particularly marked in the oeuvre of Czech poets Jaroslav Seifert and Vladimír Holan, Russian Josef Brodsky and Lithuanian Tomas Venclova. Whereas these writers share the commonly-held Western belief of time on earth as a linear phenomenon bounded by death, they diverge in their individual lyrical strategies, perceiving time as a foe, a forecaster and often as a forger of new associations among words and images. Special attention will be given to one of the world’s most-recognized commentators on time, St. Augustine of Hippo, who believed that God had created time, yet despite this, that the interpretation of time’s idiosyncrasies is left to the human mind. In essence, the philosopher identified time’s peculiar capacity of transformation, which similar to energy, is never gained nor lost, only altered. Indeed, the four above-mentioned poets can be graphically linked together using Augustine’s theory of temporal transformation by correlating time with other concepts which are significant within their lyrics, thus formulaically creating literary timescapes. By clearly demonstrating the transformative nature of time, its conversion into meaning becomes self-evident.
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